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This masterfully produced Electro House Loops package contains over 200 cutting edge Electronic

House Drum Loops, Synth Loops, Basslines, is a must have for any serious producer of dance club music

who is looking to enhance their creative audio endeavours, and take their studio and/or live mix

production to the next level. The genres covered in this sample beats pack include electro, minimal, tech

and house. The open integration and easy editing makes this instrumentals beats package an ideal audio

production solution for top producers, DJs and recording artists world wide. Prepare yourself for an awe

inspiring album as this instrumentals beats package infuses unlimited creative potential into any project,

generating endless possibilities and often unimaginable and unexpected creative results. Feast your ears

on the progressive future of house music. This instrumentals beats collection of floor filling gritty grooves,

head bangin dirty beats, dark grinding bass lines and body pumpin synth loops will have you producing

and mixing music like never before with your audience in the palm of your hand. This revolutionary

instrumentals beats package incorporates some of the best industry standard, high-end, class-A

analogue processing matched with the latest top digital mixing and mastering processors. This

combination of extremely intelligent detailed audio processing, along with Art Gs incredible insight of

originality, are only a few of the aspects that set Mix Injections instrumentals beats package well above

many others packages on the market. You simply will not find another instrumentals beats library like this

anywhere else! Mix Injections: Club House Construction Kits is a fresh and uniquely creative approach to

the future of audio production. Inside are intricately crafted complex grooves and rhythms from downright

mind boggling filth, to uplifting feel good textures and patterns. Developed by international producer and

re-mix artist Art G., Mix Injections Club House Beats is a collection of inventive original instrumentals

beats, pre-mastered and ready for instant injection into your mix of live or studio productions. But be

warned, this could change the way you mix and produce music forever! This is the .wav edition. You can

find this release in a large number of other Special Formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack

(205mb) Acid Loops (551mb) Akai MPC (361mb) Apple Loops (550mb) FL Studio (551mb) Garageband

(550mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com
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